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National Highways (“we”) has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport 

as strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and 

is the highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the Strategic Road 

Network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such we work to ensure 

that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in respect of current 

activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship of its long-term 

operation and integrity.  

This note has been produced by National Highways, with the support of its consultants 

AECOM, as we have reviewed the furnessing methodology which was supplied by the 

applicants consultants, BWB Consulting, at deadline 3.  

Based on this appraisal, we have a number of matters where further information and 

clarification are required. Our full review is provided in Annex 1 of this document, 

based on this the National Highways has identified the following matters need to be 

addressed, and therefore at this time we are unable to agree the furnessing 

methodology at present.  

1. The Applicant has not responded to National Highway’s comments as set out 

in the DCO document REP1-182. 

2. No junction turn matrices forecasts were produced in the “Furnessing 

Spreadsheet” at the M1 junction 20 two-bridge roundabout nor at the A5 

‘Redgate’ elongated roundabout. 
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3. The “Furness spreadsheet” does not document the grade separated flows at 

M69 junction 1 and at M69 junction 2. This means that the turning movement 

matrices cannot be used to assess the future operation efficiency of the M69 

slip road merge areas. 

4. The Furnessing process could underestimate the magnitude of the HGV turn 

movements between A5 North and A4303 East at the A5 ‘Cross In Hand’ 

roundabout if new HGV trips are induced between the Applicant’s Hinkley NRFI 

site and the existing Magna Park regional distribution centre. 

5. Directional traffic growth biases in the target flows were noted at the A5 ‘Gibbet’ 

roundabout. The operational performance of this roundabout should be 

assessed with alternative turning movement proportions applied to check that 

these biases are not material to the operational performance of the roundabout. 
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ANNEX A: 

AECOM Review of Furnessing Methodology on behalf of 

National Highways 
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1. Introduction

National Highways provided a written response – dated 3rd October 2023 – to information

submitted to the Hinkley NRFI Development Consent Order (DCO) examination. This written

response was allocated the DCO library reference REP1-182.

The Applicant has proposed a method of forecasting the traffic flow turning movements for

various scenarios – with and without the development and with and without mitigation – at

the key junctions using a “Furness” method.

This method starts with a matrix of the observed turning movements at each junction and

then modifies these matrices – using a process of successive matrix row and column

factoring – such that the row totals and column totals match the forecast approach and exit

flows extracted from a strategic traffic forecasting model. In this case the strategic traffic

forecasting model was a version of the Pan-Regional Transport Model (PRTM) developed

jointly for Leicestershire County Council and Lecester City Council and used forecasting

years of 2026 and 2036.

The “Furnessing Methodology” was reviewed by National Highways and comments were

recorded as set out in Appendix B of REP1-182 (see PDF page 120 of 183 and the table on

the subsequent pages 122 to 125). In this REP1-182 table, National Highways made some

‘General Observation’ (GO) comments and listed two items of ‘Concern’ (C). The concern

comments are reproduced in Figure 1 below:

Project: Hinckley NRFI Author: David Elliott

Associate Transport

Planner,

Technical Authority on

Traffic Models

Subject: Review of Furnessing Spreadsheet (received 18 Dec 2023) Reviewed:

Date: 8th January 2024 Approved: Daniel Law



Figure 1

The Summary of National Highway’s comments given in Appendix B of REP1-182 (see

PDF page 126 of 183) are reproduced in Figure 2 below:

Figure 2:



On 18th December 2023, an email from BWB Consulting to National Highways attached an

Excel workbook containing a “Furnessing spreadsheet”.

The next section 2 contains a summary of the contents of the “Furnessing spreadsheet” and

the last section 3 contains National Highway’s comments.

2. Summary of “Furnessing Spreadsheet” Contents

The supplied “Furnessing spreadsheet” contained 2026 and 2036 forecast year turning

movements, for the AM and PM peak hours (in units of Vehicles/hour and PCU/hour), for

light and heavy vehicle types.

The eleven junctions – in the bullet-point list below – were processed to produce forecast

year turning movements and the turn matrices were tabulated in the “Furnessing

spreadsheet”.

 J1 – Ashby Road (A447) / A47.

 J37 – Hinckley Rd / New Rd / B581.

 J39 – B4669 / Stanton Lane.

 J3 – Coventry Rd (B4114) / B581 Broughton Rd.

 J13 – M69 Junction 1 / A5.

 J14 – A5 / B4666 / A47. (Dodwells Roundabout).

 J4 – A5 / A47 The Long Shoot.

 J27 – A5 / A4303 / B4027 / Coal Pit Ln. [J24].

 J15 – M1 Junction 21 / M69 Junction 3 / A5460. [J6].

 J20 – M69 Junction 2

 J26 – Gibbet Roundabout (A5 / A426 / Rugby Rd)

Note: the ‘J’ numbers in the bullet-point list above correspond to the ‘J’ numbers used in the

Transport Assessment [APP-155] as junctions identified for further assessment in its

Table 7-1. Refer to extract at Figure 3 below. The junctions in the above bullet point list are

highlighted yellow.

It is noted that some of the junction numbers used in the “Furness spreadsheet” are not

consistent between sheets nor with Table 7-1. Care is needed when using the forecast

turning movements tabulated in the “Furness spreadsheet” that the correct junction is being

examined.



Figure 3: Table 7-1 Extracted From Applicant’s Transport Assessment



3. “Furnessing Spreadsheet” Contents – SRN Junctions

National Highways has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as the

strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is the

highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the Strategic Road Network (SRN),

i.e. trunk roads. National Highway’s role is to maintain the safe and efficient operation of the

SRN whilst acting as a delivery partner to national economic growth.

The SRN routes within the area of interest include: M69, M1 and A5.

Figure 3: SRN Junctions In The Area Of Interest On: M69, M1, A5

The forecast tuning movements at nine of these junctions with connections to the SRN roads

were examined in more detail. The locations of the nine junctions are labelled in Figure 3

above.

The following pages present extracts from the Applicant’s “Furnessing spreadsheet” for the

2036 traffic forecasting year. Traffic flows and turning movements are presented in units of

PCU/hour, where a PCU (passenger car unit) is equal to one car or half of a heavy goods

vehicle. That is to say, in the subsequent capacity assessments, observed and modelled

heavy goods vehicles (HGV) were assumed to occupy the capacity of two cars. Converting

vehicles to PCU is a standard practice when modelling junction capacity.



In the following extracts from the “Furnessing spreadsheet”:

 WoD means ‘Without Development’,

 WoDWS means ‘Without Development / With the Applicant’s highway Schemes’, and

 WD means ‘With Development’ (including highway scheme improvements).

M69 junction 1 / A5 (Stretton Baskerville)

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM node:

J13 22 40168

At M69 junction 1, the journeys between M69 East (arm B) and M69 West (arm E) are grade

separated and therefore these trips bypass the roundabout and are not documented in the

above turn matrices. This means that the above forecast turning movement matrices cannot

be used to assess the future operation efficiency of the M69 slip road merge areas.

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

4,841PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 5,684PCU/hour (+17%). Most of this AM

traffic growth is attributed to the SRN routes from A5 South (+20%) and from M69 West

(+45%).

In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

4,813PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 5,915PCU/hour (+23%). Most of this PM

traffic growth is attributed to the SRN routes from A5 South (+56%) and from M69 West

(+24%).

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of future year traffic flows but would change the directions of arrival – by

reassignment – such that more flow arrives from the M69 East. This result appears logical

given that the proposed highway infrastructure would provide a bypass to the east of Hinkley

and redirect some existing journeys on the A47 via M69 junction 2.

The impact of the full development (WD) would be to increase 2036 forecast total inflows at

M69 junction 1 by (5,946-5,684=) 262PCU/hour (+5%) in the AM peak and by (6,052-

5,915=) 137PCU/hour (+2%) in the PM peak.



The outputs from the Furness process at M69 junction 1 are reasonable.

M69 junction 2 / B4669:

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM nodes:

J20 52 30504, 30197, 37003, 30196

At M69 junction 2, the journeys between M69 Northeast (arm A) and M69 Southwest (arm C)

are grade separated and therefore these trips bypass the roundabout and are not

documented in the above turn matrices. This means that the above forecast turning

movement matrices cannot be used to assess the future operation efficiency of the M69 slip

road merge areas – which is likely to be a requirement in the WoDWS and WD cases given

that the forecast flow to arm C is 1,365 & 1,644PCU/hour in the AM peak, and 636 & 1,222

PCU/hour in the PM peak. These forecasts traffic flow will use the proposed new

southbound merge slip road.

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

1,343PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 1,373PCU/hour (+2%). This AM traffic

growth is attributed westbound to the route from B4669 Hinkley Rd East (arm B) to B4669

Hinkley Rd West (arm D).

In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

1,206PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 1,150PCU/hour (-5%). Most of this PM traffic

reduction is attributed to the SRN routes from M69 Northeast (-18%).

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would change the levels

of 2036 forecast traffic flows on the M69 junction 2 roundabout. The total inflows would

increase from 1,373PCU/hour to 3,576PCU/hour in the AM peak hour. This is an increase of

2,203PCU/hour (+160%). In the PM peak hour, the total inflows would increase from

1,150PCU/hour to 3,263PCU/hour. This is an increase of 2,113PCU/hour (+184%). This

result appears logical given that the proposed highway infrastructure would provide a bypass

to the east of Hinkley and redirect some existing journeys on the A47 via M69 junction 2.



The impact of the full development (WD) would be to increase 2036 forecast total inflows at

M69 junction 2 roundabout by (4,807-1,374=) 3,433PCU/hour (+250%%) in the AM peak

and by (4,521-1,150=) 3,371PCU/hour (+290%) in the PM peak.

The Furness process applied to the M69 junction 2 observed 2023 turning movement flows

has had very little effect. Most of the turn movement changes at the M69 junction 2

roundabout have been derived from absolute changes in the PRTM strategic transport

model outputs for the forecasting scenarios tested.

M1 junction 21 / M69 Junction 3 (at Fosse Park, Leicester):

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM nodes:

J15 None 9463, 9495, 9447, 9439

In the AM peak hour, the modelled total inflows arriving at the junction were 8,905PCU/hour

in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total AM peak flows

arriving at the junction would be 9,752PCU/hour (+10%). This AM traffic growth is attributed

between three approach roads (M1 North, M69 West and A5460 East).

In the PM peak hour, the modelled total inflows arriving at the junction were 9,106PCU/hour

in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total PM peak flows

arriving at the junction would be 9,666PCU/hour (+6%). This PM traffic growth is attributed

between two approach roads (M1 North and A5460 East).

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of future year traffic flows (No change in AM peak; +1.7% in PM peak).

This result appears logical given that the proposed highway infrastructure would provide a

bypass to the east of Hinkley and is unlikely to change the routing of the existing journeys at

M1 junction 21.

The impact of the full development (WD) would be to change 2036 forecast total inflows at

M69 junction 3/M1 junction 21 by (9,750-9,752=) -2PCU/hour (+0%) in the AM peak and by

(9,897-9,666=) 231PCU/hour (+2%) in the PM peak.

The outputs from the Furness process at M69 junction 3/M1 junction 21 are reasonable.



M1 junction 20 / A4303 (at Lutterworth)

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref:

J25 None
No junction turn matrices forecasts were produced in the “Furnessing Spreadsheet” for the

M1 junction 20 at Lutterworth.

Any additional trips generated for the full development (WD) forecast scenario at this M1

junction 20 roundabout would likely also pass through the A5 ‘Cross in Hand’ junction. The

magnitude of changes at the A5 junction should provide an indication of the changes

forecast at M1 junction 20.

A5 / A444 ‘Redgate’ elongated roundabout

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref:

J32 & J33 None
No junction turn matrices forecasts were produced in the “Furnessing Spreadsheet” for the

A5 / A444 ‘Redgate’ elongated roundabout.

Any additional trips generated for the full development (WD) forecast scenario at this A5 /

A444 ‘Redgate’ elongated roundabout would likely also pass through the A5 ‘Long Shoot’

junction. The magnitude of changes at this easterly A5 junction should provide an indication

of the changes forecast at this A5 / A444 ‘Redgate’ junction.

A5 / A47 ‘The Long Shoot’ signal-controlled junction

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM node:

J4 26 40491

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,897PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,074PCU/hour (+6%). All of this AM traffic

growth is attributed to the SRN route, A5 Watling Street East (arm A) and A5 Watling Street

West (arm C). The two-way AM peak flows on A47 ‘The Long Shoot’ would remain the same

in 2036 as in 2023.



In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,891PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,101PCU/hour (+7%). This PM traffic

growth is attributed approximately equally to all three roads connected to the junction.

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of 2036 forecast year traffic flows at the A5 ‘Long Shoot’ traffic signal-

controlled junction (0% in the AM peak hour and +1.6% in the PM peak hour).

The impact of the full development (WD) forecast scenario does not change the level of the

2036 forecast peak hour flows at the A5 ‘Long Shoot’ junction. This result implies that none

of the trips generated by the proposed development would be to or from the local area

around Nuneaton. This finding derives from the target flows generated by the PRTM

strategic model’s forecasting scenarios rather than from the Furness process.

A5 / A47 / B4666 ‘Dodwells’ signalled roundabout

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM nodes:

J14 25 76738, 76740, 76743, 76734

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

3,459PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,892PCU/hour (+13%). All of this AM traffic

growth is attributed to the SRN route, A5 Watling Street Southeast (arm C) and A5 Watling

Street Northwest (arm D). The two-way AM peak flows on the two minor roads (arm A and

arm B) would remain the same in 2036 as in 2023.

In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

3,447PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,828PCU/hour (+10%). This PM traffic

growth is attributed to the SRN route, A5 Watling Street Southeast (arm C) and A5 Watling

Street Northwest (arm D). The two-way PM peak flows on the two minor roads (arm A and

arm B) would remain the same in 2036 as in 2023.



The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of 2036 forecast year traffic inflows at the A5 ‘Dodwells’ signalled

roundabout (-4% in the AM peak hour and -2% in the PM peak hour). This is logical because

the proposed highway infrastructure acts as an eastern bypass of Hinkley and would act to

divert some longer-distance journeys away from A5 ‘Dodwells’ junction and onto the M69.

The impact of the full development (WD) forecast scenario does not change the level of the

2036 forecast peak hour inflows at the A5 ‘Dodwells’ junction. This finding derives from the

target flows generated by the PRTM strategic model’s forecasting scenarios rather than from

the Furness process.

A5 / A4303 / B4027 ‘Cross In Hand’ roundabout (at Magna Park)

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM node:

J27 48 20628

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,845PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,909PCU/hour (+38%). This AM traffic

growth is attributed predominantly to the A4303 East (arm B), which provides access to the

nearby Magna Park regional distribution warehouses.

In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,763PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,801PCU/hour (+38%). This PM traffic

growth is attributed predominantly to the A4303 East (arm B), which provides access to the

nearby Magna Park regional distribution warehouses.

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of 2036 forecast year traffic inflows at the A5 ‘Cross In Hand’ roundabout

(-0% in the AM peak hour and -1% in the PM peak hour). This is logical because the

proposed highway infrastructure acts as an eastern bypass of Hinkley and would not change

existing journeys passing through the A5 ‘Cross in Hand’ roundabout.

The impact of the full development (WD) forecast scenario does not materially increase the

level of the 2036 forecast peak hour inflows at the A5 ‘Cross In Hand’ junction (+4% AM

peak hour inflows; +3% PM peak hour inflows).



This finding derives from the target flows generated by the PRTM strategic model’s

forecasting scenarios rather than from the Furness process.

It is noted that the PRTM could be modelling new freight trips between the existing Magna

Park regional distribution centre and the Applicant’s Hinkley NRFI site. If this was the case,

then the Furness processing method would redistribute these large 2036 HGV turn

movements between A5 North (arm A) and A4303 East (arm B) and in the WD scenario

could underestimate the HGV flows between arm A and arm B.

A5 / A426 / Gibbet Lane, ‘Gibbet’ roundabout

TA Table 7-1 Ref: Survey Jct Ref: PRTM node:

J26 47 20780

In the AM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,961PCU/hour in the 2023 AM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

AM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,258PCU/hour (+10%). This AM traffic

growth is attributed predominantly to the traffic approaching from A5 Watling Street South

arm D (+42%) and turning to A426 Rugby Road West arm E (+27%). This bias in directional

traffic growth derives from the target flows obtained from the PRTM traffic forecasting

scenarios.

In the PM peak hour, the total 2023 flows observed to arrive at the junction were

2,958PCU/hour in the 2023 PM peak. Without Development (WoD) trips, in 2036 the total

PM peak flows arriving at the junction would be 3,541PCU/hour (+20%). This PM traffic

growth is attributed predominantly to the traffic approaching from A5 Watling Street South

arm D (+51%) and turning to A426 Rugby Road West arm E (+35%). This bias in directional

traffic growth derives from the target flows obtained from the PRTM traffic forecasting

scenarios.

The effect of the proposed infrastructure improvements (WoDWS) would not materially

change the levels of 2036 forecast year traffic inflows at the A5 ‘Gibbet’ roundabout (-0% in

the AM peak hour and -1% in the PM peak hour). This is logical because the proposed

highway infrastructure acts as an eastern bypass of Hinkley and would not change existing

journeys passing through the A5 ‘Gibbet’ roundabout.



The impact of the full development (WD) forecast scenario does not materially increase the

level of the 2036 forecast peak hour inflows at the A5 ‘Gibbet’ roundabout (+2% AM peak

hour inflows; +2% PM peak hour inflows).

Because of the bias observed in the directional flows, the operational performance of the A5

‘Gibbet’ roundabout should be tested with a proportion of the left turn flows, from arm D (A5

Watling Street South) to arm E (A426 Southwest), transferred to an alternative exit arm.

4. Summary Of Comments

1. The Applicant has not responded to National Highway’s comments as set out in the DCO
document REP1-182.

2. No junction turn matrices forecasts were produced in the “Furnessing Spreadsheet” at
the M1 junction 20 two-bridge roundabout nor at the A5 ‘Redgate’ elongated roundabout.

3. The “Furness spreadsheet” does not document the grade separated flows at M69
junction 1 and at M69 junction 2. This means that the turning movement matrices cannot
be used to assess the future operation efficiency of the M69 slip road merge areas.

4. The Furnessing process could underestimate the magnitude of the HGV turn movements
between A5 North and A4303 East at the A5 ‘Cross In Hand’ roundabout if new HGV
trips are induced between the Applicant’s Hinkley NRFI site and the existing Magna Park
regional distribution centre.

5. Directional traffic growth biases in the target flows were noted at the A5 ‘Gibbet’
roundabout. The operational performance of this roundabout should be assessed with
alternative turning movement proportions applied to check that these biases are not
material to the operational performance of the roundabout.
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